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ABSTRACT
Microprocessors are designed with very tiny microchips and
heat induced due to operation makes the chip deteriorate their
performance in many extents. Heat causes a portion of chiparea to get beyond tolerable temperature range which can
degrade performance of many applications in chip-level. This
work addresses many issues in this range. The main
contribution of the work lies in reconsidering the heat
transition among chips, or inside a chip in order to decrease
heat inside a microprocessor. With this end in view, a
renewed design architecture in circuit-level has been
considered. To design the total work inside microprocessor in
response to dynamic temperature change a different level of
operation-mechanism has been proposed. To watch the
applications running in pipeline, and then by utilizing slack
time in hardware level this work wants to improve
performance of the processor.
In brief, total work proposes two new heat-control
mechanisms, one is at operation-level and the other is at
architectural-level. At operation-level, this work proposes a
prediction mechanism to predict the useful operations inside
the microprocessor that performs as a sink for heat
dissipation. At architectural-level, this work proposes a drain
system. This work has simulated the proposed system using
Matlab and observed that the system works perfectly well. A
comparison with existing mechanism has been devised which
shows the proposed work increases performance of running
application.

General Terms
Computer Architecture Design.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Microprocessors are the base part of a computer of our dayto-day computing system. Heat generation limits processor
performance and limits the number of transistors incorporated
in a single chip. Research on how to reduce the generated
heat, is gaining popularity due to its many aspects of
improvement [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7].Different layer of
microprocessor including clocked pulse is also playing
significant role in performance improvement. As the
performance improvement continues so does the heat
generation both in chip and architectural level [6]. Each of
these works has addressed several aspects of improving
performance that have induced heat. Bit- partitioning
mechanism improves performance, but the proposed chiplevel architecture increases fabrication area [5]. Moreover, the
super-scaling operation like decoder spacing expansion in this

system requires logic states to remain active simultaneously
that in turn increases heat at chip-level.
Very little work addressed the issue of operational techniques
for heat control. Architecture-level issues for controlling heat
by register-transistor logic is discussed in [15]. We addressed
the logical gates operation for performance improvement and
thermal awareness. Some operations can be predicted early
which can increase performance and/or propagation delay
induced by many gates causes transition of heat to increase.
Microchips architecture is designed using universal gates, that
is, NAND and NOR gates. We are designing dynamically
controlled heat detector by detecting power. In that way, we
can make our processor chips cool and, simultaneously
longevity may increase. Concurrently, it will give runtime
improvement or working time improvement. Runtime is the
time which is the active time of a particular operation or a
particular mechanism. It indicates the operations improvement
or how much time a circuit remains active which in turn
makes the circuit heated. This work has shown how runtime
affects chipâ€™s output in operation and heat control.
NAND and NOR gates are designed in the chip level by the
use of inverter logic gate. If we can add some logic for
inverters, so that inverter gates will be aware of temperature
and will take necessary operation for temperature
minimization, then we can achieve some good logic for
temperature minimization with low cost. A new method of
heat detection with RTL logic in the chip-level layer
absorbing the generated heat is presented in [3]. Changing
clock frequency and checking delay or overhead of operation
is essential in performance improvement [5]. But extra logic
for this operation may increase time. We want to predict some
operation early to check the operation of some gates and then
make the performance improved, heat reduction
simultaneously.
Use of different metal instead of silicon is also a think for
temperature management. We can use Murcury in doping to
fabricate the semicondector. Not always we can use other
metal with optimum cost. Some research is necessary for
gaining some good effect. Isotopes of Fe (Iron) can be used in
a small portion to increase conductivity. This thought is
motivated by the general observation of our daily activities. A
normal day-to-day observation can motivate the mechanism:
If we store water in the bucket, the water remains cold
depending on the surrounding environment. So, if we can
flow some thermally cold metal beside the chips or tiny gates
it can also significantly reduce temperature with improving
performance of running application though. \\
In this paper, we propose two mechanisms that reduce the
heat inside processor. For circuit level optimization, we need
to check the level of minimum voltage, which can keep the
logic states without attaining the highest voltage levels. We
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can add capacitor for this purpose. In the second
methodology, if we can add different metal instead of the
silicon chip for storing the voltage levels we can get an
optimum result for temperature management.
The main message of this paper we want to deliver is that
smart viewing of applications and runtime improvement of
those running application can significantly improve
temperature reduction process and simultaneously improve
performance. In this work we have also considered smart error
and fault detection with tolerable fault tolerance. Watcher
needs to take care of performance of the running application,
and tries to find out the slack time and stall times to inject
other necessary instruction checking to improve performance.

2. RELATED WORKS
With the advent of newer techniques of multiprocessor
design, temperature and power has become a crucial issue in
chip designing. Every design focus on power consumption,
power dissipation and heat tolerance to improve the microchip
designing keeping the performance of program execution
better and reliable. Power and heat management is not only
related to microchip designing mechanisms, but also essential
for network-chip designing process.
Most of the work addressed the internal parameters of
microchips. Simultaneously, register file, memory store/load
operation, reading registers, and cache architecture also came
into the heat control and detection mechanism.
Heat control by using separate hardware architecture and bitpartitioning method is illustrated in [1]. The author considered
an extra efficient mechanism by inducing newer memory
chips for accessing register files. Bit-partitioned Register File
(BPRF) considered their designing mechanism from basic
cache organization mechanism. It is designed for, in fact,
designed based on a conventional dynamically scheduled
superscalar processor. They showed how much energy is
consumed in the separated bank of register files, and bit
partitioned method, while preserving early de-allocation of
registers usage for processors performance. Energy, that is,
otherwise related to power consumption greatly improves
performance of microprocessor in this methodology.\\
In [3], the authors considered heat detection and control
mechanism for Architectures. They designed the hot-leakage
mechanism for the micro-architecture going inside into the
main digital logic designing gates, like NAND or NORs
CMOS fabrication level. They showed how temperature leak
can be controlled in caches by using several techniques, like,
lowering the Quiescent Vdd, multiple threshold CMOS,
Drowsy caches, hot-leakage parameters. Dynamic thermal
management by monitoring chip-wide temperature at run-time
and dynamically inducing power reduction schemes is
discussed in [2].Reducing register ports for memory
read/write operation in explained in [4]. Thermal relationship
and thermal management for subarrayed data cache has been
discussed in [2, 13, 16].
Skadron proposed most of the temperature control
mechanisms in literature [3, 11, 15]. His several publications
show many different improvements for heat control. In [15],
the authors showed a micro-architecture, which is temperature
aware. In brief, they showed chip-level hardware techniques
for good illustration of both the benefits and challenges of
runtime thermal management. They named the architecture as
hot-spot. In this paper, they showed how to find out the hetinduced chip and then to reduce the heat of the detected chip
by using RTL circuits. In [8, 9], they showed die area for

fabrication of microchips and several parameters that are
necessary for die area fabrication.\\
Heat has a direct relation to time, which has been already said
in introduction of this paper. [10] Takes attention of timevariant design issues for micro-architecture.\\
The deep level of micro-architecture is illustrated in [5, 6, 7,
8, 12]. The logic gates have induced delay. Any state
transition causes delay for propagation from input to output
[5]. Totem pole for inverter circuit has been induced in the
CMOS logic design in order to decrease propagation delay.
Now-a-days, we do not have a single processor in our
computer. This work has considered simultaneous
multithreaded processors, chip multiprocessors, and many
cores. Induced heat and their checking and minimization are
discussed in [6, 7, 8].\\
In [14], the author showed power, thermal view for multicore.
They described the temperature issue as spatial distribution.
They showed how heat is detected for the floorplan of the
system. It is important to care about the geometric
characteristics of the floorplan. They summarize all those
impacting on chip heating as follows:
1.

2.

3.

Proximity of hot units. If two or more hotspots
come close,this will produce thermal coupling and
therefore raise the temperature locally.
Relative positions of hot and cold units. A floorplan
interleaving hot and cold units will result in lower
global power density (therefore lower temperature).
Available spreading silicon. Units placed in such a
position, that limits its spreading perimeter, will
result in higher temperature, e.g. the units placed in
a corner of the die.

Finally, we want to conclude this section by saying something
about fabrication of silicon chips. Now-a-days, different
fabrication methods are used for chip design. In [15], they
said some very important step of the fabrication process. They
said, chip today are typically packaged with the die placed
against a spreaded plate, often made of Aluminum, copper, or
some other highly conductive metal, which is in turn placed
against a heat sink of Aluminum or copper that is cooled by
fan. In introduction section, we said about using different
metal for designing the fabrication of chips or for designing
the drain system for heat control. In strategy section, we will
say in detail what things are important for our proposed
mechanism.

3. TEMPERATURE SENSITIVE
DESIGN
Our principal goal is the make the processor design using
some separator logic gate. Most of the part of microprocessor
are designed by universal gates NAND and NOR. These gates
are designed by basic gates and including an inverter circuit in
front of the gates. We can add heat dissipation mechanism in
the inverter circuit. We think of making the gates design with
a different type of metal, and the chip can sustain 3 logic
states instead of 2. It will improve voltage switching easier
and fast, and we can drain the tri-state easily.
How the temperature is related to these mathematical
equations we will describe in later of this section. Briefly we
can say, the less time the chip will remain on (bit state 1), the
less will be the voltage and current flow. That way power will
reduce. When power reduces it will decrease heat. Moreover,
we have said already, the chip will remain on for shorter
period. So, time will be small. We want to make the change in
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bit level in less than nano-scale level. We want to optimize
our performance of the running application, that is, we want to
reduce runtime. In this way, we want to contribute in
supercomputing. Our programming simulation will tell details
about it and will show light inside the nano architecture.
Main design logic is tested to keep in mind about following
improvement of microchips.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o

Register induced die expansion controlling.
Heat reduction by using different metal.
Performance improvement.
Reduction of gate delay.
Checking heat control inducing sampling switch
Modifying heated area by detecting dynamic
temperature of the semiconductor floors.
Predicting, checking and controlling thread
operation
for
Simultaneous
Multithreaded
Processors.
Core switching heat transfer for many core, multi
core and chip multiprocessors.
Prediction about load/store operation to minimize
heat transfer

Proposed system comprises of the buffer and the sampling
switch. An existing high-performing bit-interleaved system is
implemented using same technique to check the performance
of the proposed system. Simulation identifies the proposed
system wont degrade performance of any exixting work. So,
this proposal want to prose the system shown in figure 1. The
bit-interleaved system is shown in figure 2 using the proposed
methodology. The proposed circuit diagram is shown in figure
3 and the corresponding floorplan design in chip level is
shown in figure 4. buffer in the circuit (AD22050N) is used
for retrieval of output of the prediction/actual output. The
switch can be an XOR gate. The operating circuit can be
anything like output of ALU, memory calculation output for
load/store operation, branch prediction logic, task switching
operation, control logic for program execution, etc. Buffer and
the xor gate works as a sink which absorbs heat and reduces
heat generation by storing for a short interval of time.

Figure 2: Bit Inter-leaved Design

Figure 3: Proposed Circuit Design
Figure 1 includes some "Display" block which shows output
at each step after every clock tick. For a certain number of
clock tick proposed system woks fine as like as bit-interleaved
system.This type of mechanism is not only necessary for
control-logic design of microprocessors, but also is an
essential subsystem for network-on-chip. We can leave some
work for Operating System. We can design a patch for
thread’s activity to control heat in case of Simultaneous
Multithreaded Multiprocessors.

Figure 1: Proposed Simplistic Design

\begin{figure}[htbp!]
Figure 4: Underlying Floorplan Design in Chip
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4. CONCLUSION
Proposed techniques reduce the generated heat in the
microprocessor and thus improve performance. We will
further extend our work for development of an integrated
system. Though the work considers different architectures of
microprocessor, it will be extended specific further for
Simultaneous Multithreaded Multiprocessor and Chip
Multiprocessors.
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